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We consider the problem of locating service centers in a treelike network in order to 
maximize the serviced population under budget constraints. We show that the problem is 
NP-hard. In the case where the costs of establishing the service centers are equal for all n cities 
we obtain the maximum weight k-domination problem. An O(nk’) dynamic programming 
procedure is given. Then an 0(&a) pseudo-polynomial dynamic programming procedure is 
presented for the original problem, where B is the budget constraint. Finally a variation of the 
new left-right dynamic programming technique is applied to obtain a more efficient 
pseudo-polynomial procedure. 
1. Introduction 
Let G(V, E) be a graph, where the vertices represent cities, and there is an 
edge between a pair of cities if the corresponding cities are mutually easily 
accessible. We assume there is a weight associated with each city which 
represents its population. 
We consider the problem of locating service centers at the cities, under the 
assumption that each service center can serve only the home city itself and its 
adjacent cities. We wish to optimize the location of the service centers, so that 
the centers service the maximum possible population. We remark that if a city is 
serviced by more than one service center, its population is still only counted once. 
The best possible outcome would be that every city was serviced by at least one 
service center, either in the city itself or in an adjacent city. However, it often 
occurs that a budget precludes attaining this maximum possibility. Thus, suppose 
there is a cost c(v) to set up a service center in city V, for every u in V. Suppose 
also there is a total budget B which can be spent establishing service centers. 
Then, we may look for a set S of cities with COST(S) = CVss C(V) s B and such 
that the population which will be served by service centers in S will be 
maximized. 
The relevant mathematical concept is that of Domination. A set of vertices S is 
said to dominate all the vertices which are adjacent to S. For our application, a 
vertex is considered as dominating not only its. adjacent vertices, but also the 
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vertex itself, corresponding to the fact that a service center serves not only its 
adjacent cities, but its home city as well. Thus, in our case we consider weighted 
domination where each dominating vertex is responsible for the weight of itself 
and its adjacent vertices. Thus, we are looking for a maximum weighted 
dominating set S under the budget constraints ES c(v) s B. This is the con- 
strained maximum weight domination problem. 
The original domination problem was to find a minimum set of vertices which 
together dominate all the other vertices in a graph. This was shown to be NP-hard 
by Karp [7]. Recently, much attention has been given to variations of the 
Domination Problem. See, for example, the extensive bibliography by Hedet- 
niemi and Laskar [5]. 
It is clear that our extension of this problem is difficult. Actually, we shall show 
the problem is NP-hard even for trees, for which case there is a linear algorithm 
for the original domination problem [l]. The minimum cost domination problem 
for weighted trees is solved in linear time by Natarajan and White [lo]. In this 
problem the cost of the domination is the sum of the costs of the dominating 
vertices and the cost of the least edges from all other vertices to a dominating 
vertex. We refer to [4] for a bibliography on domination on trees. In this work, 
we limit ourselves to trees. 
First, we show a reduction from the knapsack problem [7] to our problem for a 
tree, thus showing our problem is NP-hard. Then we consider the case where the 
cost of an installation of a service center at every vertex is the same. Thus, we 
have equal costs c = C(V). In this case, the budget constraint is translated into 
building k = [B/c] service centers. In this case, the problem is to find a set of k 
cities maximizing the sum of the populations of those k cities and their adjacent 
cities. Let D(S) denote the set of vertices in V-S which are adjacent to vertices in 
S. Then, our problem is to find a set S of k vertices such that WEIGHT(S) = 
c v sUDCS) w(v) is maximized. Denote this problem as the maximum weight 
k-domination problem. We present an O(nk*) dynamic programming algorithm 
for the problem. The special case where w(v) = 1 for every vertex ‘u in V was 
solved by Hsu [3]. 
Note the difference between our model and some other models of optimum 
location of the service centers in a network. For example in [S] and [2] the centers 
provide services to all vertices and the objective is to minimize the average 
service cost. In our model only part of the vertices, namely those assigned service 
centers and their adjacent vertices, are receiving service and the objective is to 
maximize the population served by the k centers. 
Finally an O(nB”) pseudo polynomial dynamic programming procedure is 
presented for the constrained maximum weight domination problem. We apply a 
variation of the new left-right dynamic programming technique [6] to obtain a 
more efficient pseudo-polynomial procedure. To apply the left-right technique, 
we have to overcome some difficulties inherent in the nature of the domination 
problem. 
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2. NP-completeness result 
In this section we show that the maximum weight domination problem, under 
the cost constraint Es C(V) c B, where S is the dominating set, is NP-hard even 
when the graph is a tree. 
Let us first formulate the corresponding decision problem. 
The constrained weight domination problem: 
Given a tree T with n vertices having non-negative integral weight Wi and cost cj 
associated with each vertex i, and two integers M and B, is there a dominating 
set S in T satisfying COST(S) s B and WEIGHT(S) 2 M? 
This problem is clearly in NP. The reduction is from the NP-complete knapsack 
problem (see [7]): 
Given a set U of elements ul, u2, . . . , u,, with integer weight w(ui) and cost 
c(uI) associated with each ui, and two integers B and M, is there a subset U’ of 
U such that: 
2 w(ui) 2 M and c c(uJ s B? 
(I’ U’ 
The reduction is as follows: Construct a rooted tree T of 2n + 1 vertices where 
the root r, with w(r) = 0 and C(T) = B + 1, has n sons vi, . . . , v, with weights 
w(vi) = 0 and cost Ci. Each son Vi has a single son vl with w(vf) = w, and 
c(vl) = B + 1. Refer to Fig. 1 for an illustration. 
Clearly a dominating set of cost at most B uses only a subset U’ of the vertices 
vi, since all the other vertices violate the cost constraint. The weight of such a 
dominating set is just CieZ/, y and its cost is just Ciel/, ci. Thus, if we can solve 
the constrained weighted domination problem in polynomial time, then we could 
solve the knapsack problem in polynomial time. This establishes that the 
constrained weight domination problem is NP-complete even for trees. 
3. Dynamic programming procedure for the maximum weight k-domination 
problem 
In the previous section we showed that the constrained maximum weight 
domination problem is NP-hard. In this section we consider the special case of 
“‘1 
(B+l,w 1 1 
O “‘2 . . * . 
(B+l,w 1 2 
Fig. 1. Knapsack reduction. 
I 
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equal costs which as we showed earlier is actually the maximum weight 
k-domination problem. 
Note that transforming the tree into a rooted tree does not change the 
problem. Thus we may assume that a tree rooted at a vertex r is given. 
We shall describe a dynamic programming procedure which is polynomial in n 
and k. The algorithm applies a bottom-up scanning technique to the (rooted) 
tree, calculating for each vertex u and integer k’, 0s k’ s k, the weight 
WD(u, k’) of a maximum weight k’-dominating set in the subtree rooted at u. In 
case k’ is greater than the size of the subtree at u, we define WD(u, k) = -co. 
The last computed value WD(r, k) is the weight of the maximum weight 
k-dominating set in the original tree. 
Let the subtree T(u) be the complete subtree of T rooted at the vertex u, and 
let x1, . . . , x, be the m sons of u. Let T(x,), . . . , T(x,,,) be the complete 
subtrees rooted respectively at x1, . . . , x,. Refer to Fig. 2 for an illustration. 
The development of the algorithm is complicated by two features. First, the 
analysis depends critically on whether the root u of T(u) does or does not lie in a 
maximum weight dominating set, as well as on whether the root is or is not 
dominated by a maximum weight dominating set. Secondly, the straightforward 
dynamic programming procedure is computationally intractable. 
For example, in the case that the root of the subtree T(u) is neither in, nor 
dominated by, the dominating set, the principle of optimality which gives the 
basis for the dynamic programming procedure can be applied in a straightforward 
manner. In this case, a maximum weight k-dominating set for T(u) is the disjoint 
union of maximum weight ki-dominating sets for the subtrees T(x,), . . . , T(x,), 
where CE1 ki = k. But, even in this simplified case, if we follow a straightforward 
dynamic programming approach, then for each sequence kl, . . . , k,,, such that 
C:i ki = k, the corresponding maximum weight ki-dominating sets must be 
found. Since there are O(kmW1) such sequences to be considered, this is 
intractable for large values of m. 
We can avoid the computational difficulties of this direct approach by using the 
following propagation technique. We let T:(u), is m, denote the u-rooted 
subtree of T spanned by T(x,), . . . , T(q). We then iteratively construct a 
maximum weight k’-dominating set, for each k’ s k, for each of the subgraphs 
T,!(u), 1 si cm. For i = m, we obtain the desired maximum weight k’- 
dominating set for the tree T(u). This technique leads as we shall see, to a 
Fig. 2. Tree rooted at u. 
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polynomial time algorithm. For another example of such a propagation technique 
see [ll]. 
We address the complications caused by the possible states of u (in the 
dominating set or not, dominated by the dominating set or not) by defining 
subproblems appropriate to the status of u. We then solve these interrelated 
subproblems by a bottom-up, propagating dynamic programming scheme that 
iterates over all the subtrees T;(u), for each vertex u in T. 
We propose the following definitions: 
WDO(u, k’, i): 
WDl(u, k’, i): 
WD2(u, k’, i): 
WD3(u, k’, i): 
WDO(u, k’): 
WDl(u, k’): 
WD(u, k’): 
the weight of the maximum weight k’-dominating set in the tree 
T:(u), where u does not lie in the dominating set. 
the weight of the maximum weight k’-dominating set in the tree 
T:(u), where u is required to lie in the dominating set. 
the weight of the maximum weight k’-dominating set in T;(u), 
where u does not lie in the dominating set, but is dominated by 
the dominating set. 
the weight of the maximum weight k’-dominating set in T:(u), 
where u does not lie in the dominating set, and is not dominated 
by the dominating set. 
the weight of the maximum weight k’-dominating set 
where u is not in the dominating set. 
the weight of the maximum weight k’-dominating set 
where u is in the dominating set. 
the weight of the maximum weight k’-dominating set in 
WD(r, k) is the quantity actually sought. 
The initializations for i = 0 are as follows: 
WDO(u, k’, 0) = { “, ;: ;: ; ;’ 
WDl(u,k’,O)={yf) ;:;;;;, 
WD2(u, k’, 0) = --to for all k’. 
WD3(u, k’, 0) = (“, ;: ;; ; ;’ 
in T(u), 
in T(u), 
T(u). 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
These assignments also suffice to define the initial values for the endpoints of 
the tree. 
The general dynamic programming relations between the variables and the 
proofs of these relations follow. 
The first relation we establish is: 
WDl(u, k’, i + 1) = Oyk, {WDl(u, k”, i) + WD~(X~+~, k’ - k”), 
=z “=z 
WDl(u, k”, i) + WD~(X~+~, k’ -k”), 
WDl(u, k”, i) + WD~(X~+~, k’ -k”) + w(xi+,)}, (2) 
where xi+1 refers here to the i + 1 son of u. 
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The principle of optimality applies here as follows WDl(u, k’, i + 1) gives the 
weight of the maximum weight k’ - dominating set in T:+,(u) that includes U. We 
can partition such a set into that part of it that lies in T:(u) and that part of it that 
lies in the complete tree rooted at xi+r, viz., T(Xi+l). The part of the dominating 
set in T:(u) includes u by definition, and may be chosen to be the maximum 
weight such set. Its size can be any integer k” from 0 to k’. The remaining part 
of the dominating set lies in T(xj+,) and has size k’ -k”. This part has to be 
handled differently depending on the status of Xi+l, viz., according as: 
(i) xi+l is in the dominating set, or 
(ii) xi+1 is not in the dominating set but is dominated by it, or 
(iii) xi+r is neither in the dominating set, nor is dominated by it. 
One must exercise care in calculating the weight of the combined parts of the 
dominating set. Case (i) is straight forward. The weight of the maximum part in 
T(x,+J must be WDl(xi+,, k’ - k”). In this case, xi+1 is in the dominating set, so 
its weight is already accounted for, and hence the weight dominated by the 
combined dominating set is given by the first expression in the maximization in 
(2). Case (ii) is similar. However, in case (iii), the weight of xi+r is not dominated 
by that part of the dominating set lying in T(xi+,). Since u is in the part of the 
dominating set in T;(u), then Xi+1 is dominated by the combined parts. Thus, its 
weight must be added on explicitly as in the third expression in (2). The following 
relation obviously holds: 
WDO(u, k’, i + 1) = rn;; {WDj(u, k’, i + 1)). (3) 
This is not an application of the principle of optimality. It merely reduces the 
i + l-order WDO to a pair of i + l-order WD2 and WD3 problems. The following 
relations solve these problems. 
WD2(u, k’, i + 1) = max {WD2(u, k”, i) + WD~(X~+~, k’ -k”), 
04CSk 
WD2(u, k”, i) + WDO(xi+,, k’ -k”), 
WD3(u, k”, i) + WDl(xi+,, k’ -k”) + w(u)}. 
(4) 
Considerations similar to those for calculating WDl(u, k’, i + 1) apply here. 
The vertex u is dominated by, but does not lie in, the dominating set. There are 
three cases according as u is dominated: 
(i) both by the part of the dominating set in T:(u) and the part in T(xj+r), or 
(ii) by the part in T;(u), but not the part in T(x~+~), or 
(iii) by the p a rt in Z’(Xi+r), but not the part in Tl(u). 
Case (i) corresponds to the first expression in (4). For case (ii), observe that 
requiring that u is not dominated by xi+1 implies xi+* is not in the part of the 
dominating set lying in T(x,+~). Therefore, the second expression in (4) uses the 
term WDO(Xi+ 1, k’ - k”), which excludes Xi+1 from the part of the dominating set 
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in T(x,+~). Finally, for case (iii), u is excluded and xi+i is included in the dominat- 
ing set, whence the first two terms in the third expression in (4). The combined 
parts dominate U, giving the third term in this expression. The WD3 relation is: 
WD3(u, k’, i + 1) = max WD3{(u, k”, i) + WDO(xi+,, k’ -k”)}. (5) Od?<k’ 
This relation merely states that u must be both excluded from and not 
dominated by the dominating set in T:(u), whence the term WD3(u, k”, i). Also, 
X~+~ cannot lie in the part of the dominating set in T(x~+~), otherwise u would be 
dominated by it, whence the term WDO&+i, k’ - k”), which excludes xi+i. 
The final relations to observe are: 
WDi(u, k’) = WDi(u, k’, deg(u)) (i = 0, l), (6) 
WD(u, k’) = z;q {WDi(u, k’)}. 
The calculation of WD(r, k) depends on a sequence of previously calculated 
WD-terms of the form: WDi(u, k’) and WDi(u, k’, i), where u varies over the n 
vertices of T, k’ varies from 0 to k, i varies from 1 to deg(u), and j runs from 0 to 
3. The overall complexity of the calculation is 0(nk2). To prove this, we argue as 
follows. Referring to (2), observe that calculating WDl(u, k’, i + 1) entails O(k’) 
operations on the previously calculated WD-terms. WDl(u, k’) is just 
WDl(u, k’, d%(u)), so its calculation requires O(k’ deg(u)) operations on 
previously found WD-terms. Since this must be done for all 0 < k’ s k, the work 
at each vertex is 0(k2 deg(u)). Summing over all the vertices gives 
Callu 0(k2 deg(u)) = 0(nk2) operations in all to calculate WD(r, k). 
It is straightforward to maintain, for every variable the appropriate list of 
dominating vertices and still remain within the complexity bound. Thus the 
maximum weight k-dominating set is obtained together with WD(r, k). 
4. Pseudo polynomial algorithm for the constrained maximum weight 
domination problem 
The algorithm analysis for the maximum k-domination problem shows the 
dynamic programming procedure for WD(r, k) actually defines a pseudo- 
polynomial algorithm for the constrained maximum weight domination problem. 
The notation for the solution for the general problem is similar to that for the 
maximum k-domination solution. The term WDl(u, B’, i) now refers to the 
maximum weight dominating set in T;(u), where u is included in the dominating 
set and the cost of the set is at most B’. The other terms are defined similarly. 
For the defining relations, we merely replace occurences of k in the given 
relations with occurences of a general integer cost B, and make some minor 
modifications at the initialization phase. WD(r, B) is the weight of the con- 
strained maximum weight dominating set. The resulting algorithm has 
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performance O(nB’). The defining relations are: 
WDO(u, B’, i + 1) =,m;:{WDj(u, B’, i + 1)). (8) 
WDl(u, B’, i + 1) = ,~;a~,, {WDl(u, B”, i) + WDl(_q+i, B’ -B”), 
s 
WDl(u, B”, i) + WD~(X~+~, B’ - B”), 
WDl(u, B”, i) + WD3(Xi+l, B’ - B”) + w(x~+*)}. 
(9) 
WD2(u, B’, i + 1) = OS~axB, {WD2(u, B”, i) + WDl(_q+,, B’ - B”), 
s 
WD2(u, B”, i) + WDO(q+,, B’ - B”), 
WD3(u, B”, i) + WD~(X~+~, B’ - B”) + W(U)}. 
(10) 
WD3(u, B’, i + 1) = OS~axB, {WD3(u, B”, i) + WDO(xj+,, B’ -B”)}. (11) s 
WDi(u, B’) = WDi(u, B’, deg(u)) (i = 0, 1). (12) 
WD(u, B’) = ,‘loa; WDi(u, B’). (13) 
The validity of these relations is established analogously to relations (2)-(7). 
5. Left-right dynamic programming procedure for the constrained maximum 
weight problem 
Johnson and Niemi [6] introduced a nonstandard approach to dynamic 
programming called left-right dynamic programming. In left-right dynamic 
programming, the vertices of the tree are ordered according to depth first search 
order, and the dynamic programming algorithm processes the vertices in a 
manner which is a combination of depth first order and bottom-up order. Johnson 
and Niemi apply this approach to a knapsack problem on a precedence tree and 
to a minimum capacity tree partitioning problem. In their Tree Knapsack 
problem, vertices have weights and values. The problem is to determine a 
maximum value subtree, which contains the root of the tree, and with weight 
bounded by some given knapsack capacity. Using the left-right approach, they 
solve this problem in time O(nP), where P is the value of an optimal solution. In 
contrast, the bottom-up method has complexity O(nP*). In their Tree Partition- 
ing Problem, vertices have weights and edges have capacities. The problem is to 
partition the tree into parts, where the total weight of each part is constrained by 
some bound, and the sum of the capacities of the edges between the parts is to be 
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minimized. Let Co denote this minimum capacity. Then whereas the standard 
bottom-up dynamic programming procedure of Lukes [9] for this problem has 
complexity O(nC$, the solution of Johnson and Niemi has a complexity of 
0(C0n2). Per1 and Snir [12] subsequently applied this technique to another tree 
partitioning problem to obtain an O(C0n4) procedure rather than the O(C$‘) 
complexity of the previous bottom-up procedure, where again c0 represents a 
bound on the sum of the edge capacities of each component. This is an 
improvement in the usual case that Co > it. 
A straightforward application of left-right dynamic programming is not 
possible for the constrained maximum weight domination problem, because of 
the way in which subproblems must be combined. For example, we have already 
seen that for the bottom-up propagation method a solution for a tree rooted at IJ, 
containing its first i children and all their descendants can be combined with a 
solution for the tree rooted at a child Xi+l of V, provided component solutions are 
available for all states of v and x~+~; viz., dominating, not dominating but 
dominated, and neither dominating nor dominated. Call such vertices as ‘u and 
xi+lt where multiple-state solutions for the corresponding subtrees have to be 
maintained, contact vertices. Contact vertices serve as contact points between 
separate subproblems. Because of the way the propagation approach works, there 
are only two contact vertices at any stage. The state dependent solutions for the 
parent contact vertex v have to be maintained from one propagation stage to the 
next, because u will again act as a contact vertex, at the next stage, for its next 
child. On the other hand, the state dependent solutions for the tree rooted at the 
child vertex x;+~, do not need to be maintained at the next stage, because xi+r 
will no longer be a contact vertex at that stage. Thus, under the propagation 
method, we need to maintain only the solutions for four subproblems (cf. to 
(8)-(ll), for each of two subtrees, and for each B’ < B at each stage of the 
procedure. The underlying feature of the propagation method that allows this, is 
that the method appends a complete subtree at a time, and, to a fixed vertex. 
This obviates the need to maintain multi-state solutions, or indeed any solutions 
at all, for the appended subtree, after that stage. Furthermore, the solutions that 
must be maintained from one stage to the next depend only on the state of the 
fixed contact vertex V. 
While the propagation method adds a complete subtree at a time, the left-right 
approach adds only a single vertex at a time, together with the connecting edge of 
that vertex. As we shall see, this improves the performance of the algorithm as a 
function of B, in exchange for poorer performance as a function of 12. Following 
[6], we define the sequence of subtrees considered in the left-right approach as 
follows. Let T be the tree to be scanned, and let v be a vertex in the tree T. We 
define T:(v) to be the tree consisting of Z(V) together with all the vertices in T 
that precede u in depth-first order. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show a tree and its left-right 
subtrees, respectively. Following [6] we have ordered the subtrees so that: T;(v) 
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Fig. 3. Example tree. 
precedes T:+,(v), for every u, and i satisfying 0 < i < deg(v); as well as so that if 
w is the ith child of U, then Tf_,(v) precedes T;(w) and T&,,,,(w) precedes 
T;(v). Certain subtrees (such as T:(V) and T&,(,,(w), where w is the ith child of 
V) are identical as trees, although we shall consider them for convenience as 
separate problem states. 
A left-right dynamic programming approach based directly on [6] would work 
as follows. Starting with the initial trivial tree in Fig. 4a, we would add an edge at 
a time,. extending a subtree along a depth first search path determined by the 
original tree T (refer to the trees in Figs. 4a, 4b, 4c for example). At each stage, 
we would obtain the optimal B’ solutions, for every B’, for the corresponding 
subtree. The subproblems to be combined in order to obtain that optimal solution 
would be handled just like in the propagation method, except that in the 
left-right case, the appended tree would always consist of only a single vertex, 
and the newly appended vertex u would have to be considered as a contact vertex 
for the next extension of the search path. There would always be exactly two 
partitions of B’ that would have to be considered: {B’ - c(u), c(u)} and {B’, 0}, 
corresponding to the cases where the appended vertex was considered to be 
dominating or not dominating. Instead of B’ partitions, as in the propagation 
method, we would have only a fixed number (two) of partitions to consider. This 
is essentially the advantage of the left-right approach. It reduces the number of B 
partitions that have to be considered, in the same way that the propagation 
method reduces the number of partitions that have to be considered over the 
direct approach. However, a problem arises with the procedure we have 
described as soon as one retracts the depth first search path being used to 
generate the subtrees, and attempts to advance the path in a new direction from a 
previously passed vertex w. Recall that we viewed the endpoint of the search path 
as the contact vertex. But, in order to advance the search path from w along a 
new edge, we need to have available all the solutions for the subtree generated 
up to this stage as a function of the possible states of the contact vertex w. 
Furthermore, and this is critical, this is true, for the same reasons, for any 
outstanding contact vertex on the current depth first search path. 
One might try to circumvent this apparent need for solutions as functions of all 
the contact vertices by reparametrizing the problem. For example, we might 
maintain solutions only for every combination of every state of the endpoint of 
the search path and (say) every state of its first preceding contact vertex, on the 
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Fig. 4. Left-right subtrees for Fig. 3. 
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current search path. Then, one could try to bootstrap oneself back up the tree 
whenever the search path needs to retract to a previous contact vertex. But, this 
approach fails too. The same problem just reoccurs at an earlier contact vertex. 
The only resolution is to explicitly maintain optimal solutions, for every value of 
B’, for the current left-right subtree, and for every combination of states of the 
current contact vertices on the search path. The resulting procedure will have 
complexity O(nB3h), where h is the height of the tree. For example, if 
h = log,(n), such as for a balanced d-ary tree, then the complexity is 
O(Bn ‘1c’0gd(3)1.) For a balanced binary tree this is approximately O(Bn2.6). This 
contrasts with the O(nB*) complexity of the previous bottom-up procedure. 
Let P(V) be the path from the root of T to V. Let {P(V)} be the ordered set of 
vertices on P(V). Let Status (P(V)) be the vector of length equal to the 
cardinality of {P(V)} and whose j-th entry defines a state requirement on the j-th 
vertex of {P(V)}. Each vertex can be in any of three states: 
Stare 1. The vertex lies in the dominating set. 
State 2. The vertex is not in the dominating set, but is dominated. 
State 3. The vertex is not in the dominating set, and is not dominated. 
Let W(TI(v), Status(P(u)), B’) denote the weight of a maximum weight 
dominating set in T;(v), of cost B’, wherein the vertices in {P(V)} are in the 
states given by the status vector Status(P(v)). If a particular combination of state 
requirements is unrealizable, then the corresponding problem is undefined. For 
example, referring to Fig. 3, if vi is in State 1 (dominating), then 21* cannot be in 
State 3 (not dominated). 
We next turn to the dynamic programming relations for W. Let the tree be 
T,!(v) with tree path P(V). Let (u, V) be the edge to be added, which then forms 
the tree T;(u). The new path vertex set is {P(u)} = {P(v)}U{u}. We must 
determine the constrained maximum weight solution for every state of every 
(contact) vertex in this extended path set. For convenience, we introduce the 
following notation. Let x be a vertex, then: 
x(D) indicates x is dominating, 
x(-D, D) indicates x is not dominating, but dominated, 
x(-D, -D) indicates x is neither dominating nor dominated. 
If S is an instance of a state vector, then S +x(. - -) denotes the state vector 
obtained by appending the indicated state requirement x(* . -) to S. 
In the following, S + v(. . -) denotes an instance of the state vector for P(V), 
and we wish to extend the corresponding solutions to the case where u is 
appended, i.e. to the state vector S + v(. * -) + u(- * e). The appended vertex u can 
be either dominating or not dominating, and the recurrences vary accordingly. 
The recurrences for the extended solution W(Th(u), S + v(. . .) + u(. . e), B’) 
follow. 
If u and v are both dominating, the recurrence is straightforward: 
W(T;(u), S + v(D) + u(D), B’) 
= W(T;(v), S + v(D), B’ - c(u)) + w(u). (14) 
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If u is dominating, but v is not, then LJ mucst be dominated in the extended 
solution. There are two ways this can happen, as indicated by the recurrence: 
W(TA(u), s + V(-D, D) + u(D), B’) 
= max{W(~~(v), S + v(-D, D), B’ -c(u)) + w(u), 
W(Tf(v), S + v(-D, -D), B’ - c(u)) + w(v) - w(u)}. (15) 
If u is not dominating, but u is, then u must be dominated in the extended 
solution: 
W(T;(u), S + v(D) + u(-D, II), B’) 
= W(T;(v), S + v(D), B’) + w(u). 
If both u and v are not dominating, but v is dominated, then: 
(16) 
w(T;(u), S + v(-D, D) + u(-D, -D), B’) 
= W(T;(v), S + v(-D, D), B’). (17) 
If neither u nor u are dominating or dominated, then: 
W(T;(u), S + v(-D, -D) + u(-D, -D), B’) 
= W(T;(v), S + v(-D, -D), B’). (18) 
This shows how to advance the status vector thru the tree. The retraction 
process is simpler and merely involves coalescing states. That is, whenever the 
path P retracts from a vertex X, then x is removed from the status set. This is 
done by optimizing over all the states of X, for each status vector. 
A brief illustration of these calculations follows. A weighted tree is shown in 
Fig. 5a. Each vertex is labelled with its cost c and weight w, as (c, w). The budget 
is B = 3. We show how to generate the solution for T;)(uJ from those for T;(Q). 
The contact vertices are u1 and v2, as shown in Fig. 5b. For convenience, we 
introduce the notation 
( 31, sz, . . * ;b, w) 
to denote a solution of cost b and weight w, where vertex Vi is in state Si. States 
are only specified for vertices on the current search path. The other undefined 
entries are indicated by a dash. 
T’(v,) Solutions. The solutions for T;(q) follow. Some state vector instances do 
not arise because they correspond to infeasible combinations of states or violate 
cost constraints. For example, for no instance is it possible to have v,(D) and 
v2(-D, -D). Again, no instance with vi(D), ~(0) can arise, because it would 
exceed the budget. The T;(Q) solutions are: 
(1) (v*(-D, -D), u,(-D, -D), -_; 0, O), 
(2) (u@), Q-0, D), -; 39 9, 
(3) (u,(-D, D), u*(D), -; 1,3)> 
(4) (u*(-D, D), u*(D), -; 273) 
(5) (u*(-D, -D), u,(--D, D), -_; 1,2). 
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(a) Tree with COSTS and WEIGHTS shown. 
“3 
(b) T;(Q) with contact vertices u, and u2. 
Fig. 5. Left-right example. 
These solutions correspond to the dominating sets: 0, {vi}, { vZ}, {Q, Q}, {v,}, 
respectively. 
Th(u4) Solutions. If we append the vertex vq at the contact vertex v2, we obtain 
the solutions for TA(vJ. The extensions depend on whether vq is dominating or 
not. 
vq Dominating. The solutions obtained by appending ~~(0) to solutions 2 and 4 
above are beyond the budget. That is, their costs do not correspond to partitions 
of the budget, B = 3, so they are excluded. 
(1)’ Appending v4(D) to solution 1 gives: 
(v,(-D, -D>, ~(-0, D>, -> n@); 2, 2). 
This follows from recurrence (15), specifically, the second term in the 
max{. . . , , . .} expression. The first term in that expression does not arise, 
because there is no solution for T;(Q) which has ~~(-0, D) and cost zero. 
(2)’ Appending ~~(0) to solution 3 gives: 
(u,(-D, D), Q(D), -7 K,(D); 3, 4). 
This uses recurrence (14). 
(3)’ Appending ~~(0) to solution 5 gives: 
(v,(-D, -D), v,(--D, D), -9 ~0); 3, 3). 
This also uses (15), but for a different value of b. 
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u4 Not dominating. (4)’ Appending ~~(-0) to solution 1 gives: 
(V1(-D, -D), Vz(-D, -D), -, tJq(-D, -0); t&O). 
This uses recurrence (18). 
(5)’ Appending ~~(-0) to solution 2 gives: 
(VI(D), u,(-D, D), -, tJ,(-D, -D); 392). 
This uses recurrence (17). 
(6)’ Appending ~~(-0) to solution 3 gives: 
(Q-D, D), nz(D), -, %(-D, D); 1, 4). 
This uses recurrence (16). 
(7)’ Appending ~~(-0) to solution 4 gives: 
(tJ1(-D, D), Q(D), -, u,(-D, D); 2, 4). 
This also uses recurrence (16). 
(8)’ Appending ~~(-0) to solution 5 gives: 
(v1(-0, -D), G-D, D), -I nq(--D, -D); I, 2). 
This uses recurrence (17). 
These solutions correspond to the dominating sets: 0, {Q, v,}, {u3, u4}, {v,}, 
{v,>, {uz, us}, {v,}, respectively. 
6. Concluding remarks 
In this paper, we have considered the cost constrained maximum weight tree 
domination problem. We have shown this problem to be NP-hard. For the special 
case of equal costs, we have described an O(nk2) dynamic programming 
procedure for the problem of finding a maximum weight k-dominating set. A 
pseudo polynomial dynamic programming procedure is then presented for the 
general constrained maximum weight domination problem for trees. The new 
left-right dynamic programming technique is then applied to obtain a more 
efficient pseudo-polynomial procedure. In applying the left-right technique we 
have to overcome some difficulties caused by the nature of the dominating set 
problem. 
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